April 20, 2021

Dear friends of Shadow Buddies,

We are honored and thrilled to share with you an opportunity that has been given to the Shadow Buddies Foundation. It will make a monumental impact for Shadow Buddies and we need your help! We have been selected as the Charity for the racing team - The Little Pork Chop That Could - who will be competing in the One Lap of America 2021 in a 2019 Carrera GTS Porsche.

We are asking our friends, family members, corporations, and individual supporters to pledge at least 1 penny per mile ($50.00 dollars) for this amazing event as Team Pork Chop drives “Miles for Smiles” in support of our specific Shadow Buddy® dolls. Our drivers, Scott Donaghue and Nick Wollenman, will be driving through 12 states and numerous racetracks, covering over 4,750 miles. The event has been moved to May 2021. Team Pork Chop will be posting their travels, sharing photos, videos and practice events leading up to the Official One Lap of America 2021 race. 100% of the money you pledge will go to the Shadow Buddies Foundation. The sky is the limit! We have medically challenged children that need our help and support and we are confident that we can achieve our goal!

Our mission of charity and hope is dedicated to providing support and knowledge to children with medical challenges and disabilities. The Shadow Buddies Foundation accomplishes this through unique programs designed to enhance the lives of children by fostering compassion and awareness of differences with our 31 condition-specific Shadow Buddies. Designed to be a friend, “just like me”, our Shadow Buddies are a companion to thousands of children who are going through medical challenges and often feel isolated from their friends. Shadow Buddies provides emotional and psychological support for medically challenged children.

Please be a Hero today and support “Miles for Smiles” 2021 with your pledge. Cheer Team Pork Chop on to a victory for thousands of medically challenged children. Every day is a new journey for these children and their families. We hope you will join us in cheering Team Pork Chop across the finish line and providing support for so many deserving children. Please go to www.shadowbuddies.org to make your pledge today that will allow us to deliver Shadow Buddies across the United States.

“SOMETIMES, REAL SUPERHEROES LIVE IN THE HEARTS OF SMALL CHILDREN FIGHTING BIG BATTLES”.
The Shadow Buddies Foundation™ together with the two-man racing team of Scott Donaghue and Nick Wollenman are teaming up to drive MILES FOR SMILES in the 2021 One Lap of America event. They will be driving a 2019 Porsche Carrera they have named “Pork Chop.” The actual race will take place in May 2021, but pledges START TODAY! Teams will accelerate through 12 states and numerous racetracks for a 4,750 mile road race, with all proceeds driving up donations to fund Shadow Buddies for medically challenged children. Donors start your engines and please donate now to cheer on Team Pork Chop as they score a VICTORY for children!

The first 5 sponsors to pledge $5,000 will be added as a sponsor to the car with your logo. Team Pork chop will be doing daily social media shout outs to car sponsors! Help us accelerate the cause with Company or Individual giving options.

Donation opportunities include:

- Sponsorship for $5,000 – first 5 donations of $5,000 get their name on the car
- Flat donation pledge of donors choice
- Per mile donation – increments offered or custom allowed
- Pledge 1 penny per mile = $50
- Pledge 5 cents per mile = $250
- Pledge 10 cents per mile = $500
- Pledge 25 cents per mile = $1,250
- Pledge other $ ____________

“SOMETIMES, REAL SUPERHEROES LIVE IN THE HEARTS OF SMALL CHILDREN FIGHTING BIG BATTLES”.

Pledge Today!

Name: ________________________________ Company: ________________________________
Address: ______________________________ City/State/Zip: ______________________________
Phone: ________________________________ Email: ________________________________

Cash Check MasterCard Visa Amount Pledged $ ____________
Acct. #: ______________________________ Exp. Date: ____________ CVV Code: ____________

Please make checks payable to: Shadow Buddies Foundation or pay online by visiting www.shadowbuddies.org and click on the DONATE tab.

Thank You!